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PURPOSE 
The 2015 Strategic Plan broadly maps the activities that the Lakeland, Winter Haven/Polk County 
Continuum of Care (CoC) must pursue to reach its desired goals over the next five years; it is not a 
detailed chronology of action. It is a tool to guide decision making by the CoC's leaders on fundamental 
issues. The 2015 Strategic Plan contains a mission statement, a vision statement, major policy goals, and 
strategic objectives. The major policy goals and strategic objectives are inputs to the operational plan 
which describes the specific actions that must be taken to accomplish each objective identified in the 
strategic plan. Additionally, the operational plan identifies the parties responsible for accomplishing 
actions, time lines for action completion, and an evaluation approach that identifies how progress in 
accomplishing the actions will be tracked and reported. 

In the end, the strategic plan and operational plan will: 

 Establish the organization's priorities;  

 Allocate human and financial resources to accomplish those activities;  

 Assess whether objectives are being met; and  

 Establish means to evaluate performance in implementing the operational plan 

MISSION STATEMENT 

A mission statement is a succinct description of the basic purpose of the organization, including the 
nature of the work to be carried out, the reason it exists, and the clients and constituencies it is 
designed to serve. The best mission statements are clear, memorable, and concise. The mission 
statement for the CoC is: 

Teaming up to make homelessness rare, non -recurring, and short lived.  

VISION 
A vision statement is an expression of an organization's optimal goal and reason for existence.  It should 
be a one-sentence statement describing the clear and inspirational long-term desired change resulting 
from an organization or program’s work. The vision of the CoC is: 

Our vision is the end homelessness in Polk County. 

MAJOR POLICY GOALS 

Major policy goals are a limited number of statements that translate the organization's mission into 
major policy directions. The major policy goals for the CoC to accomplish the CoC’s mission of teaming 
up to make homelessness rare, non-recurring, and short lived are: 

Major Policy Goal Number 1 – Educating and Informing Community 
Stakeholders 

Major Policy Goal Number 2 – Developing and Implementing a Sustainable 
Funding Model 

Major Policy Goal Number 3 – Creating Engaged Community Stakeholders  

Major Policy Goal Number 4 – Developing Effective Non-Profit Leadership 
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STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 
Strategic objectives are the major accomplishments that the organization seeks to achieve over a five 
year period. Broadly stated, they are what an organization must achieve to remain or become 
competitive and ensure the organization’s long-term sustainability. 

Strategic Objectives for  Major Policy Goal Number 1 – Educating and Informing 
Community Stakeholders 

1. Assess community awareness of homelessness and efforts to end homelessness;  
2. Keep local government leaders informed on efforts to end homelessness; 
3. Conduct and publish annual state of Polk County homelessness surveys; 
4. Develop, maintain, and distribute media packets and briefings; 
5. Focus on keeping housing providers informed on housing-related issues. 

Strategic Objectives for  Major Policy Goal Number 2 – Developing and 
Implementing a Sustainable Funding Model  

1. Increase amount of funding; 
2. Prioritize homeless funding needs; 
3. Improve funding predictability, stability, and diversity. 

Strategic Objectives for  Major Policy Goal Number 3– Creating Engaged 
Community Stakeholders 

1. Engage provider agencies to increase the number of successful housing interventions; 
2. Engage housing providers to increase the availability of affordable housing; 
3. Engage Federal, State, and Local agencies to improve access to mainstream resources; 
4. Engage Polk County Community Stakeholders to develop effective homeless outreach 

strategies. 

Strategic Objectives for  Major Policy Goal Number 4 – Developing Effective Non-
Profit Leadership 

1. Adopt nonprofit board of directors and governance best practices; 
2. Implement collaborative professional development for staff; 
3. Implement staff recognition events and awards. 

HOW THE PLAN WAS DEVELOPED 
The strategic planning process began with an announcement by the CoC Lead Agency, the Homeless 
Coalition of Polk County (HCPC), at the March 18, 2015 CoC meeting that a Strategic Planning 
Committee was being formed. Michael Brown of the HCPC Board of Directors was to be its chairman. 
Anyone interested in being a member of the committee was asked to contact HCPC. 

The committee was formed and first met on April 24, 2015. The members of the committee are listed in 
Attachment A. At that meeting a strategic planning process overview, Figure 1, was presented by the 
HCPC staff which pointed out the need for a facilitator for the off-site retreat. Dr. Larry Ross of Florida 
Southern College was suggested as facilitator and the committee agreed to ask him. The actions in the 
facilitated retreat portion of the strategic planning process are often called a SWOT Analysis with SWOT 
being the acronym for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats. An overview of the SWOT 
Analysis process is at Figure 2. 
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Figure 1 – Strategic Planning Process 

Over May and June of 2015 the Strategic Planning Committee developed draft mission and vision 
statements to be presented to the CoC leadership at the strategic planning retreat. The facilitator for 
the retreat was selected and the executive directors of the CoC member agencies and the HCPC Board of 
Directors were polled to as to the best choice of the available dates for the retreat. June 24, 2015 was 
selected as the date for the retreat and a location was reserved. The executive directors of the CoC 
member agencies, the HCPC Board of Directors, and the Planners for the consolidated planning 
jurisdictions in Polk County were invited (28 people). 

Prior to the strategic planning retreat a survey developed by Dr. Ross was sent to everyone invited. The 
survey is at Attachment B. Of the 28 surveys sent out 18 people responded. The survey results are at 
Attachment C. 

The Strategic Planning Retreat was held on June 24, 205 in the Pine Board Room at the United Way of 
Central Florida, Highlands City, Florida. The agenda for the meeting is at Attachment D and the 
attendance list is at Attachment E.  

The retreat closely followed the agenda. After introductions there was a brief assessment of the current 
state of the organization after which Dr. Ross gave an overview of the strategic planning process. He 
pointed out that the retreat’s purpose was to develop a road map not a tour guide and warned the 
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participants that they should take the broad view like the view from the window of an airplane at 10,000 
feet.  After that the draft mission statement was reviewed by the participants. The statement was 
adopted as stated. 

 

 

Figure 2—SWOT Analysis 

 

The next step was the SWOT analysis which began with assessing the internal dimensions of the 
organization over the next five years. The organization has control of these dimensions. After discussion 
the participants agreed on the following strengths and weaknesses.  

Strengths 

 Collaboration and Mentoring 

 Staff 

 Leadership 

 Dedication  

 Sharing of Information (Core Knowledge) 

 Positive Momentum 

Weaknesses 

 Lack of Cooperation 

 Lack of Funding 

 Lack of Affordable Housing 

 Lack of Awareness (Denial) 

 Organizational Structure 

 Board Leadership 
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The next step was assessing the external dimensions of the organization over the next five years. The 
organization cannot control these dimensions, but can address them. After discussion the participants 
agreed on the following opportunities and threats.  

Opportunities 

 Community Awareness 

 Community Engagement 

 Additional Local Funding 

 Diversity Funding Sources 

 Coordinated Entry 

 Changing Program Standards 

 Housing First 

Threats 

 Housing First (HUD Policies) 

 Funding Loss 

 Lack of Understanding 

 Lack of Community Support 

 Lack of Political Understanding 

 Media Misinformation 

The participants were then polled on whether they thought strengths outweighed weaknesses. This was 
done by asking every participant to indicate where the CoC should be paced on a line with strengths on 
one end and weaknesses on the other and strengths equaling weaknesses in the center. The same 
exercise was done with opportunities and threats. The results are shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 CoC Strengths vs. Weaknesses and Opportunities vs. Threats 

Next the estimated consensus positions of the polling were placed on the axes of a Cartesian 
Coordinates graph and the position of the CoC plotted.  This graph with the quadrants labeled is at 
Figure 4. It shows that the CoC in a position of growth, but just barely. There is a danger of the CoC 
slipping into the position where it will either be fighting for survival, having to pivot into a new mission, 
or be faced with very limited options. The strategic plan must focus on moving the CoC to a stronger 
growth position while minimizing the risk of facing the negative options.  
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Figure 4  

The last thing action of the retreat was to group the outputs of in environmental analysis into major 
policy goals and strategic objectives. The major policy goals and strategic objectives are on page 2. 
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ATTACHMENT A -- STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

Name Organization 

Michael Brown, Chair Magellan Complete Care 

Melody Bastidas Talbot House Ministries 

Cynthania Cark Clark’s House 

Ron Daniel Homeless Coalition of Polk County 

Kristen Embree Heartland for Children 

Lori Martini GiveWell Community Foundation 

Genet Stewart Heartland for Children 

Erin Tilghman City of Winter Haven 
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ATTACHMENT B – STRATEGIC PLANNING PRE-RETREAT SURVEY 
 
1. Survey of Participants & Key Stakeholders for Strategic Planning 
Retreat 

In preparation for the Strategic Planning Meeting, we are asking that each of you complete 

this brief survey. Your input is essential to the development of an effective strategic plan. 

Please take a few minutes of your time to give us your input. All responses will be kept 

confidential. Information from this survey will only be presented in the aggregate so that no 

single response is evident. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact the 

facilitator, Dr. Larry Ross at 863- 680-4285 or Iross@f1southern.edu. Please complete this 

survey by June 23, 2015. Thank you for your cooperation.  

 
 

mailto:Iross@f1southern.edu.
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1.  

 

2. Organizational Purpose 

Take a few moments to read each of the following statements and then select the degree to 

which you agree or disagree that the statement accurately describes the mission of the 

Homeless Coalition of Polk County.  

The following statements represent the elements of the proposed Mission 

Statement for the Homeless Coalition of Polk County.  

 Strongly 

Agree 

Somewhat 

Agree 

Neither 

Agree or 

Disagree 

Somewhat 

Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Teaming up      

to make 

homelessness 

rare, 

     

and short-

lived. 

     

Other (please 

specify 
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3. Responsibilities and Services: 

How well do you feel that the following items describe the functions that the Homeless 

Coalition is responsible for providing?  

Refer to the following list of function to be accomplished by the Homeless 

Coalition of Polk County. Rate the importance of each service. 

 

 Strongly 

Agree 

Somewhat 

Agree 

Neither Agree 

or Disagree 

Somewhat 

Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Housing      

Housing First      

Rapid Re-housing      

Coordinated Entry      

Voluntary Services      

Matching Services to 

Need 
     

Funding for Needs      

Community and 

Stakeholder 

Awareness 

     

Outreach and 

Engagement 
     

Performance 

Measurement 
     

Other (please specify 
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4. Situation Analysis – Internal Dimensions: 

Consider what you believe the Homeless Coalition has (strengths) or does not have 

(weaknesses) and then briefly respond to the questions below. Place your answers in 

the appropriate text box.  

In pursuit of the organizational mission, what do you believe are currently 

the "Key Strengths" of the Homeless Coalition?  

A. 

B.  

C.  

D.  

E. 
 
 

In pursuit of the organizational mission, what do you believe are the 

current "Key Weaknesses" of the Homeless Coalition?  

A.  

B. 

C.  

D. 

E.  
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5. Situation Analysis – External Dimensions: 

Briefly respond to the questions below. Consider such external forces as economic trends, 

technological trends, environmental factors, demographic trends, government regulations, 

etc., but be specific in your response. Place your answer in the appropriate text box.  

List the Top 4 Opportunities currently facing the Homeless Coalition of Polk 

County.  

Biggest Opportunity 

Next Biggest Opportunity 

Big Opportunity 

Big Opportunity 

 

List the Top 4 Threats currently facing the Homeless Coalition.  

Biggest Threat 

Next Biggest Threat 

Big Threat 

Big Threat 
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6. Assessing our Performance 

One more area for you to provide input. How well do YOU believe the Homeless Coalition 

is performing? Please answer the following questions and feel free to be frank in your 

comments.  

In your opinion, what do you believe is the activity, service, and/or area 

where the Homeless Coalition does especially well? 

 

In your opinion, what do you believe is the activity, service, and/or area 

where the Homeless Coalition needs to do better?  

Is there an activity, service and/or area where the Homeless Coalition 

needs to provide immediate attention?  
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2.  

7. Additional Insights 

Are there any other thoughts, comments, or suggestions regarding the 

strategic planning efforts for the Homeless Coalition of Polk County that 

you would like to share?  
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8. Thank you for your participation. 

The results from this survey will be used in conjunction with other materials to 

shape the discussions during the upcoming Strategic Planning Meeting. You 

will be provided with a copy of the summary of the survey results.  
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ATTACHMENT C – STRATEGIC PLANNING PRE-RETREAT 
SURVEY RESULTS 
 

Homeless 

Coalition of 

Polk County 

Strategic Planning 

Pre-Retreat Survey 

Results 

Larry Ross, Ph. D.  
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Table 1: The following statements represent the elements of the proposed Mission Statement for 
the Homeless Coalition of Polk County 

Answer Options 
Strongly 

Agree 

Somewhat 

Agree 

Neither 

Agree or 

Disagree 

Somewhat 

Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

Response 

Count 

Teaming up 12 3 0 0 0 15 

to make 
homelessness rare, 

9 5 1 1 0 16 

non-recurring, 10 4 1 0 0 15 

and short-lived. 10 4 2 1 0 17 

Other (please specify 

 and preventative 

 Successful Transition to Permanent 

2 

 

Table 2A: Refer to the following list of functions to be accomplished by the Homeless Coalition of 
Polk County. Rate the importance of each service. 

Answer Options 
Critical Very 

Important 
Somewhat 
Important 

Somewhat 
Unimportant 

Not at all 
Important 

Response 
Count 

Housing 12 4 0 0 0 17 

Housing First 8 5 3 1 1 18 

Rapid Re-
housing 

8 4 3 1 1 17 

Coordinated 
Entry 

9 6 3 0 0 18 

Voluntary 
Services 

4 7 5 0 0 16 

Matching 
Services to Need 9 9 0 0 0 18 

Funding for 
Needs 

11 5 1 0 0 17 

Community and 
Stakeholder 
Awareness 

11 6 1 0 0 
18 

Outreach and 
Engagement 9 8 0 0 0 17 

Performance 
Measurement 7 11 0 0 0 18 

Other (please specify 

 Prevention 
1 
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Homeless Coalition of Polk County 
Table 2B: Importance of Functions (Prioritized) 

Priority Strategic Issue Score 

1 Funding for Needs 1.41 

2 Community & Stakeholder Awareness 1.44 

3 Housing 1.47 

4 Outreach & Engagement 1.47 

5 Matching Services to Need 1.50 

6 Performance Measurement 1.61 

7 Coordinated Entry 1.670 

8 Housing First 2.00 

9 Rapid Re-housing 2.00 

10 Voluntary Services 2.06 
1= Critical; 2= very important; 3= somewhat; 4= not very; 5= not at all important 
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Table 3: In pursuit of the organizational mission, what do you believe are currently the "Key 
Strengths" of the Homeless Coalition? (N = 55) 

Cooperation; Collaboration; Collaboration with resources; Coordination of services; Cooperative 
providers; Opportunity for coordination of effort; Willingness to work together to solve problems; Shared 
best practices; Partner Meetings; Agency support; agency partners that are willing to collaborate with the 
HCPC; CoC agencies support; Just one coalition for the entire county; Common Goals; Agency 
partnership; Relationship with GiveWell CF; Networking; Partnerships with City and state officials. (18) 

Staff available to assist. The organization had many" lean" years, operating with 2-2.5 FTE's; Current 
staff; Provider personnel; Coalition Employees; A good coalition team; Expanded staff; Direction of staff. 
(7) 

New staff leadership; Unified Admin Team; An Executive Director who is leading the Coalition; the 
planning committee; Active Committees; Strategic Planning. (6) 
Dedication to serving the homeless population; Dedicated agencies; Perseverance for outcome; Will to 
succeed; Focus on ending homeless ness. (5) 
Referral to other agencies; Linking clients to community resources; Willingness to share information; 
Communication; Information.(5) 

Funding; Funding for more resources; Unified fund development: (3) 

Awareness; Educating the community; Emphasis on building community support: (3) 

Coalition Structure; Small and personal; Small, so flexible.(3) 

willingness to make changes 

Willingness to seek new opportunities 

Individual case management 

their capacity committee 

HMIS is improving 
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Table 4: In pursuit of the organizational mission, what do you believe are the current "Key 
Weaknesses" of the Homeless Coalition? (N = 51) 

Direct communication amongst providers; Cooperation among members; Agencies do not work together; 
Uncoordinated approach to providing services; lack of collaboration with the city and county government 
along with the state and housing authority; Weak relationship with local housing authorities; Lack of 
coordinated vision; Not all agencies in county participate; Weak support from the City of Lakeland; 
Fragmented membership/providers; Duplication of services; Lack of Participation from Partner Agencies; 
Members not always willing to serve to benefit the coalition versus their respective entity. (14) 

Lack of funding; Funding; Lack of non-government funders and new money; Lack of funding or ability to 
partner to leverage existing funding; One-dimensional funding base; Limited funding availability; Lack of 
funding. (7) 

Too many obstacles at this time for affordable housing; housing; Not enough housing; Not enough 
housing first; Lack of affordable housing; Housing with too many programs. (6) 

Not marketing services well- to other entities or the general population; Limited community participation; 
Lack of support from community/Denial from Community; Non-agency community awareness and 
involvement; Poorly recognized in the community (5) 

Organizational Structure/Knowing the agencies role as the lead agency; Lack of consistent program 
monitoring; Lack of transparency; General meetings have little to no Agency decision makers present. (4) 

Board leadership weakness; General meetings have no board member participation; conflict of 
professional interest with board membership; Weak committees/follow through; (4) 

Lack of resource list with outlined info on each criteria, intake process and other pertinent info necessary 
for those seeking housing; Lack of procedures; Too narrow criteria for eligible persons to receive specific 
grants n funding resources. (3) 

Driven too much by federal mandates; HUD antiquated processes; (2) 

Lack of discharge planners 

Inadequate software training 

No coordinated entry 

Does not address Children 

Weak agency case manager support for voluntary services 

Too much time on one grant 

some staff present a do it this way or don't do it attitude 
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Table 5: Top 4 Opportunities currently facing the Homeless Coalition of Polk County. (N = 39) 

Win support of community, public officials, and government; Changing how the community views 
homelessness; Obtain community involvement; Cooperate with community; Collaboration with 
Community Leaders; Engaging Community and Faith-based Agencies; Creation of community awareness 
of challenges and solutions; Engaging County and City Officials (8) 

Becoming a priority with local funders; Seek funding; Potential funding; Working with local funders to 
expand understanding and opportunities; Current community partners; With reduction of funding, there 
are greater opportunities to partner to leverage resources and services; Obtain participation from 
agencies that have historically not participated in CoC planning and activities. (7) 

Coordination of Services; Co-ordination of effort to impact homelessness; Coordinated Outreach; 
Collaboration by the agencies with coordinated entry; Increase collaboration among providers; 
Coordinated Entry. (6) 

HUD Funding for Homelessness; Improve reputation with HUD; Acknowledgement from federal and state 
partners that homelessness is a major issue and needs to be resolved in a coordinated manner; 
Restructure current projects to reflect federal priorities. (4) 

Veteran Housing; development of VA funding opportunities; More service providers serving specific 
populations - homeless veterans, homeless women, etc. (3) 

Be proactive rather than reactive 

Housing Models 

Housing First 

Ability to add an element of professionalism to the organization 

Women/Children/Family Housing 

Rapid Re-Housing 

Passion to build stronger interventions 

Work/rehabilitation related programs 

Technological trends to be able track persons, services, housing units, and performance measures in real 
time and longitudinally 

Work with PHAs 

Not sure 
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Table 6: Top 4 Threats currently facing the Homeless Coalition. (N = 39) 

Lack of Funding/Resources; Loss of funding; Housing First HUD Funding; Supportive Services funding; 
Funding; Losing funding currently allocated to Transitional Housing projects; Funding; Funding for the 
much needed housing. (8) 

NIMBY Community Attitude; Lack of understanding of homeless population - including the causes of 
homeless ness; Lack of understanding of homeless by the public; Homeless definition change; (4) 

Lack of agency collaboration; Participation from Partner Agencies; Faith based service providers not 
willing to collaborate with HCPC initiatives; CoC agency failure to collaborate (4) 

Lack of community vision; Lack of community support; Failure to gain local support; Lack of strong 
positive message for support. (4) 

Willingness for Change; Denial of Necessary Changes Needed; Some staff perceived as being 
unyielding; (3) 

Lack of leadership; Political Decision Makers. (2) 

Lack of agency support for housing first; Opposition to Housing First; (2) 

Loss local control to larger CoCs to east and west; Being swallowed up by a bigger CoC. (2) 

Inability to meet the housing and shelter needs of large families; Housing. (2) 

Putting all our efforts toward one method of meeting needs 

Lack of understanding of agency missions 

HUD policies are pricing not for profits out of the market (Requiring 25% match, signing contracts late) 
resulting in the organizations need to front funding for several months at a time. 

Demographic trends - population is aging quickly, but homelessness is rising in the youth population at a 
fast pace - will have a major split of housing needs at an increasing rate. 

Not enough manpower 

Vagrant Issues - spillover from shelters 

Environmental factors such as rising sea levels and extreme temperature changes bring more need for 
emergency shelter issues as well as long-term displacement issues (more people along coasts and even  
inland being displaced by environmental factors looking for housing) 
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ATTACHMENT D–STRATEGIC PLANNING RETREAT AGENDA 

Homeless Coalition of Polk County  

Wednesday, June 24 (times are estimates)  

8:00 Welcome, retreat objectives, and update 

8:10  The State of the Homeless Coalition of Polk County 

a. Marketing c. Operations 

b. Finance d. Management 

8:25 Revisiting the strategic planning process 

a. Values, Vision, Mission & Goals b. Identifying gaps/revising outcomes 

c. Assessing present position d. Developing an actionable plan 

8:30 Affirming the Mission 

 

9:00 Anticipating the next 5 years, assessing the internal dimension (Strengths/Weaknesses) 

(Discussion based on results of pre-retreat survey of the board members and key staff) 

10:00 Short Break 

10:15 Anticipating the next 5 years, identifying external opportunities and threats 

(Discussion based on results of pre-retreat survey of the board members and key staff) 

11:00 Identifying and prioritizing the Key Strategic Issues (KSIs) 

(Discussion from SWOT discussion) 

11:30 What’s next? Drafting the tactical dimension of the strategic plan 

a. Objectives 

b. Action Steps 

c. Responsibility 

d. Time Frames 

12:00 Wrap-up and Adjourn 

  

Teaming up to make homelessness rare, non-recurring, and short lived. 
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ATTACHMENT E – RETREAT ATTENDANCE SHEET 
 

Name Organization 
Mike Brown Magellan Complete Care 

Michelle Card Talbot House Ministries 

Ron Daniel Homeless Coalition of Polk County 

Joe Federico Wilson House 

Tony Fusaro Talbot House Ministries 

Annie Gibson City of Lakeland 

Jacque Henderson Tri-County Human Services 

Cheri Marino Lake Wales Care Center 

Lori Martini GiveWell CF 

Greta Moran Broken Chains Ministries. 

John Quirk Clark’s House 

Cherie Simmers Women’s Resource Center 

Steve Turberville  Lighthouse Ministries 

Anthony Whippleleatherwood Homeless Coalition of Polk County 

 


